
        Overlapping Angles Theorem / Overlapping Segments Theorem 
GEOMETRY        Proving Statements about Segments and Angles (2.5)   
 
Goal:  Use “Reasoning” to determine “Statements with Valid Conclusions”. 
Why:  Use “Statements with Valid Conclusions” as “Shortcuts for Measuring”. 
 
CONJECTURE:     An unproven theory that explains a pattern in observations. 
INDUCTICE REASONING:  Uses specific examples and patterns to write a conjecture. 
 
DEDUCTIVE REASONING: Uses facts (proven rules), definitions, accepted properties and laws of logic to 

form a logical argument. Shows that a conjecture is “True”. 
     Reasons used…. 
    Postulates:    Segment Addition Postulate; Angle Addition Postulate 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
WARM UP:   SEGMENT OVERLAP THEOREM PROOF 
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2.4 Lesson What You Will LearnWhat You Will Learn
  Use Algebraic Properties of Equality to justify the steps in solving 

an equation.

 Use the Distributive Property to justify the steps in solving an equation.

 Use properties of equality involving segment lengths and angle measures.

Using Algebraic Properties of Equality
When you solve an equation, you use properties of real numbers. Segment lengths and 
angle measures are real numbers, so you can also use these properties to write logical 
arguments about geometric fi gures.

 Justifying Steps

Solve 3x +  2 =  23 − 4x. Justify each step.

SOLUTION

 Equation Explanation Reason

 3x +  2 =  23 − 4x Write the equation. Given

3x +  2 +  4x =  23 − 4x +  4x Add 4x to each side.  Addition Property 
of Equality

 7x +  2 =  23  Combine like terms. Simplify.

 7x +  2 − 2 =  23 − 2 Subtract 2 from each side.   Subtraction Property
of Equality

 7x =  21 Combine constant terms. Simplify.

 x =  3 Divide each side by 7.  Division Property 
of Equality

 The solution is x =  3.
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Solve the equation. Justify each step.

 1. 6x − 11 =  −35 2. −2p − 9 =  10p − 17 3. 39 − 5z =  −1 +  5z 

REMEMBER
Inverse operations “undo” 
each other. Addition and 
subtraction are inverse 
operations. Multiplication 
and division are inverse 
operations.

Previous
equation 
solve an equation
formula

Core VocabularyCore Vocabullarry

Core Core ConceptConcept
Algebraic Properties of Equality
Let a, b, and c be real numbers.

Addition Property of Equality  If a =  b, then a +  c =  b +  c.

Subtraction Property of Equality  If a =  b, then a − c =  b − c.

Multiplication Property of Equality  If a =  b, then a ⋅ c =  b ⋅ c, c ≠  0.

Division Property of Equality  If a =  b, then   a — 
c
   =    b — 

c
  , c ≠  0.

Substitution Property of Equality   If a =  b, then a can be substituted for b
(or b for a) in any equation or expression.
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AC
1

B

E

2 3

D

Using Other Properties of Equality
The following properties of equality are true for all real numbers. Segment lengths 
and angle measures are real numbers, so these properties of equality are true for all 
segment lengths and angle measures.

 Using Properties of Equality with Angle Measures

You refl ect the beam of a spotlight 
off a mirror lying fl at on a stage, 
as shown. Determine whether 
m∠DBA = m∠EBC.

SOLUTION

 Equation Explanation Reason

m∠1 = m∠3 Marked in diagram. Given

m∠DBA = m∠3 + m∠2 Add measures of Angle Addition Postulate (Post. 1.4)
 adjacent angles.

m∠DBA = m∠1 + m∠2 Substitute m∠1 Substitution Property of Equality
for m∠3. 

m∠1 + m∠2 = m∠EBC Add measures of Angle Addition Postulate (Post. 1.4)
 adjacent angles.

m∠DBA = m∠EBC Both measures are Transitive Property of Equality
 equal to the sum
 m∠1 + m∠2.
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Name the property of equality that the statement illustrates.

 7. If m∠6 = m∠7, then m∠7 = m∠6.

 8. 34° = 34°

 9. m∠1 = m∠2 and m∠2 = m∠5. So, m∠1 = m∠5. 

Core Core ConceptConcept
Refl exive, Symmetric, and Transitive Properties of Equality

Real Numbers Segment Lengths Angle Measures

Refl exive 
Property

a = a AB = AB m∠A = m∠A

Symmetric 
Property

If a = b, then b = a. If AB = CD, then 
CD = AB.

If m∠A = m∠B, 
then m∠B = m∠A.

Transitive 
Property

If a = b and b = c, 
then a = c.

If AB = CD and 
CD = EF, then
AB = EF.

If m∠A = m∠B 
and m∠B = m∠C, 
then m∠A = m∠C.
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Exercises2.5

 1. WRITING How is a theorem different from a postulate?

 2.  COMPLETE THE SENTENCE In a two-column proof, each ______ is on the left and each _____ is on 
the right.

Vocabulary and Core Concept CheckVocabulary and Core Concept Check

In Exercises 3 and 4, copy and complete the proof. (See Example 1.)

3. Given PQ =  RS

Prove  PR =  QS

SP Q R

4. Given  r1 is a complement of r2. 
r2 ≅ r3

Prove  r1 is a complement of r3.

3
1 2
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In Exercises 5–10, name the property that the statement 
illustrates. (See Example 2.)

5. If   — PQ   ≅  — ST   and  — ST   ≅  — UV  , then  — PQ   ≅  — UV  .

 6. rF ≅ rF

 7. If rG ≅ rH, then rH ≅ rG.

 8.  — DE   ≅  — DE  

 9. If  — XY   ≅  — UV  , then  — UV   ≅  — XY  .

 10. If rL ≅ rM and rM ≅ rN, then rL ≅ rN.

PROOF In Exercises 11 and 12, write a two-column 
proof for the property. (See Example 3.)

 11. Refl exive Property of Segment Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

 12. Transitive Property of Angle Congruence (Thm. 2.2)

PROOF In Exercises 13 and 14, write a two-column 
proof. (See Example 4.)

13. Given rGFH ≅ rGHF  

Prove   rEFG and rGHF are supplementary.

E

HF

G

14. Given   — AB   ≅  — FG  ,  
⃖##⃗ BF   bisects  — AC   and  — DG  .

Prove   — BC   ≅  — DF  

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. PQ =  RS 1. ___________________________

2. PQ +  QR =  RS +  QR 2. ___________________________

3. ___________________ 3. Segment Addition Postulate (Post. 1.2)

4. RS +  QR =  QS 4. Segment Addition Postulate (Post. 1.2)

5. PR =  QS 5. ___________________________

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. r1 is a complement of r2. 1. Given

2. r2 ≅ r3 2. ___________________________

3. mr1 +  mr2 =  90 ° 3. ___________________________

4. mr2 =  mr3 4. Defi nition of congruent angles

5. ______________________ 5. Substitution Property of Equality

6. r1 is a complement of r3. 6. ___________________________

A

C

B
F

D

G

Dynamic Solutions available at BigIdeasMath.com
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ANSWERS
1. A postulate is a rule that is accepted 

to be true without proof, but a 
theorem is a statement that can be 
proven. 

2. statement; reason
3. Given; Addition Property of Equality; 

PQ +  QR =  PR; Transitive Property 
of Equality

 4. Given; Defi nition of complementary 
angles; mr1 +  mr3 =  90 °; 
Defi nition of complement

 5. Transitive Property of Segment 
Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

 6. Refl exive Property of Angle 
Congruence (Thm. 2.2)

 7. Symmetric Property of Angle 
Congruence (Thm. 2.2)

 8. Refl exive Property of Segment 
Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

 9. Symmetric Property of Segment 
Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

 10. Transitive Property of Angle 
Congruence (Thm. 2.2)

Assignment Guide and 
Homework Check

ASSIGNMENT

Basic: 1, 2, 3−15 odd, 18, 20, 24−26
Average: 1, 2, 4−14 even, 15, 
16−20 even, 23−26
Advanced: 1, 2, 4−14 even, 15, 16, 
18−26

HOMEWORK CHECK

Basic: 3, 5, 13, 15, 20
Average: 4, 14, 15, 20, 23
Advanced: 12, 14, 15, 20, 22

11. STATEMENTS REASONS

1.  A segment exists with 
endpoints A and B.

1. Given

2.  AB equals the length 
of the segment with 
endpoints A and B.

2. Ruler Postulate (Post. 1.1)

3. AB =  AB 3.  Refl exive Property of 
Equality

4.   — AB   ≅  — AB  4.  Defi nition of congruent 
segments

12. STATEMENTS REASONS

1.  r1 ≅ r2; 
r2 ≅ r3

1. Given

2.  mr1 =  mr2; 
mr2 =  mr3

2.  Defi nition of congruent angles

3. mr1 =  mr3 3.  Transitive Property of Equality

4. r1 ≅ r3 4.  Defi nition of congruent angles

13–14. See Additional Answers.
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A PROOF:  A logical argument that uses deductive reasoning to prove that a statement is “True”. 
For reasons you can use definitions, postulates, proven theorems, or any of the algebraic properties of equality, 
including reflexive, symmetric or transitive. 
 

 
 
EXAMPLE: WRITING A TWO COLUMN PROOF 
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 Writing a Two-Column Proof

Prove this property of midpoints: If you know that M is the midpoint of   — AB  , prove 
that AB is two times AM and AM is one-half AB.

Given M is the midpoint of   — AB  .   
BA M

Prove AB = 2AM, AM =   1 — 2   AB

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. M is the midpoint of  — AB  . 1. Given

2.  — AM   ≅  — MB  2. Defi nition of midpoint

3. AM = MB 3. Defi nition of congruent segments

4. AM +  MB = AB 4. Segment Addition Postulate (Post. 1.2)

5. AM +  AM = AB 5. Substitution Property of Equality

6. 2AM = AB 6. Distributive Property

7. AM =   1 — 2  AB 7. Division Property of Equality
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Name the property that the statement illustrates.

 2.  — GH   ≅  — GH   3. If rK ≅ rP, then rP ≅ rK.

 4. Look back at Example 4. What would be different if you were proving that 

AB = 2 ⋅ MB and that MB =   1 — 2  AB instead? 

Writing a Two-Column Proof
In a proof, you make one statement at a time until you reach the conclusion. 
Because you make statements based on facts, you are using deductive reasoning. 
Usually the fi rst statement-and-reason pair you write is given information.

Proof of the Symmetric Property of Angle Congruence

Given r1 ≅ r2

Prove r2 ≅ r1

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. r1 ≅ r2 1. Given

2. mr1 = mr2 2. Defi nition of congruent angles

3. mr2 = mr1 3. Symmetric Property of Equality

4. r2 ≅ r1 4. Defi nition of congruent angles

Concept SummaryConcept Summary

statements 
based on 
facts that you 
know or on 
conclusions 
from deductive 
reasoning

 
definitions, 
postulates, or 
proven theorems 
that allow you 
to state the 
corresponding 
statement

The number of 
statements will vary.

Remember to give a reason 
for the last statement.

Copy or draw diagrams and label given 
information to help develop proofs. Do not 
mark or label the information in the Prove 
statement on the diagram.

21
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MONITORING PROGRESS 
ANSWERS

2. Refl exive Property of Segment 
Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

3. Symmetric Property of Angle 
Congruence (Thm. 2.2)

4. In Steps 5, 6, and 7, AM would be 
replaced by MB.

Extra Example 4
Write a two-column proof.
Given  ###⃗ MP  bisects r�LMN.
Prove 2(mr�LMP) = mr�LMN

L P N

M

Statements (Reasons)
1.  ###⃗ MP  bisects r�LMN. (Given)
2. r�LMP ≅ r�NMP (Def. r bisector)
3. mr�LMP = mr�NMP (Def. ≅ ⦞ ) 
4.  mr�LMP +  mr�NMP = mr�LMN 

(Angle Add. Post. 1.4)
5.  mr�LMP +  mr�LMP = mr�LMN 

(Substitution Prop. =)
6. 2(mr�LMP) = mr�LMN (Distr. Prop.)

• Students may ask why it is necessary to prove these statements. 
“It is obvious,” they will say. Ask them the definition of midpoint. 
The definition says that the midpoint divides the segment into two 
congruent segments, which is different from what is being asked.

• Work through the steps of the proof as shown.
• MP8: Remind students that now that this has been proven, they 

can use it in other proofs even though it was not given a theorem 
name. In fact, it could be called a theorem, like Laurie’s Theorem, 
except that does not describe what the theorem is about. Perhaps 
“Midpoint Theorem” would be better.

• Discuss the Concept Summary.

ClosureClosure
• Prove the Reflexive Property of Segment Congruence. (See Exercise 11.)

Given  — AB   is a line segment.
Prove  — AB   ≅   — AB  
STATEMENTS REASONS

1.  — AB   is a line segment.
2. AB is the length of   — AB  .
3. AB =  AB
4.  — AB   ≅   — AB  

1. Given
2. Ruler Postulate (Post. 1.1)
3. Reflexive Property of Equality
4. Definition of congruent segments

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
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2.5 Lesson What You Will LearnWhat You Will Learn
 Write two-column proofs.

 Name and prove properties of congruence.

Writing Two-Column Proofs
A proof is a logical argument that uses deductive reasoning to show that a statement 
is true. There are several formats for proofs. A two-column proof has numbered 
statements and corresponding reasons that show an argument in a logical order.

In a two-column proof, each statement in the left-hand column is either given 
information or the result of applying a known property or fact to statements 
already made. Each reason in the right-hand column is the explanation for the 
corresponding statement.

 Writing a Two-Column Proof

Write a two-column proof for the
situation in Example 4 from the 
Section 2.4 lesson.

Given mrl =  mr3

Prove mrDBA =  mrEBC

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. mr1 =  mr3 1. Given

2. mrDBA =  mr3 +  mr2 2. Angle Addition Postulate (Post.1.4)

3. mrDBA =  mr1 +  mr2 3. Substitution Property of Equality

4. mr1 +  mr2 =  mrEBC 4. Angle Addition Postulate (Post.1.4)

5. mrDBA =  mrEBC 5. Transitive Property of Equality
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 1. Six steps of a two-column proof are shown. Copy and complete the proof.

  Given T is the midpoint of  — SU  . 

  Prove x =  5

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. T is the midpoint of  — SU  . 1. ________________________________

2.  — ST   ≅  — TU  2. Defi nition of midpoint

3. ST =  TU 3. Defi nition of congruent segments

4. 7 x =  3x +  20 4. ________________________________

5. ________________________ 5. Subtraction Property of Equality

6. x =  5 6. ________________________________

proof, p. 100
two-column proof, p. 100
theorem, p. 101

Core VocabularyCore Vocabullarry

AC
1

B

E

2 3

D

S T U7 x 3 x +  20
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MONITORING PROGRESS 
ANSWER

1. Given; Substitution Property of 
Equality; 4x =  20; Division Property 
of Equality

Differentiated Instruction

Inclusion
Some students may wonder why the 
properties of congruence related to 
segments and angles are theorems, 
and the properties of equality are not. 
Remind them that the properties of 
equality are true for all real numbers. 
Segment lengths and angle measures 
are real numbers, so these properties 
of equality could be accepted as true. 
The properties of congruence were 
proven using facts previously accepted 
to be true.

Extra Example 1
Write a two-column proof.
Given  r1 is supplementary to r3.

r2 is supplementary to r3.
Prove r1 ≅ r2

1 3

2

Statements (Reasons)
1. r1 is supplementary to r3. (Given)
2. mr1 +  mr3 =  180° (Def. supp ⦞)
3. r2 is supplementary to r3. (Given)
4. mr2 +  mr3 =  180° (Def. supp ⦞)
5.  mr1 +  mr3 =  mr2 +  mr3 

(Subst. Prop = )
6. mr1 =  mr2 (Subtr. Prop. = )
7. r1 ≅ r2 (Def. congruent ⦞)

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• Begin with a discussion of proof and a reminder of what deductive reasoning is. Explain that 

statements are either given information or they result from applying a known property or fact 
to statements already made. Reasons are the explanations for the corresponding statements.

• The first example is a previously proven statement (Example 4, page 94), now written in a 
two-column format.

• Proof Strategy: Mark the diagram with given information. In this case, mark r1 ≅ r3 on 
the diagram because these angle measures are equal.

• Be sure that students see where the substitution has occurred.
• Wait Time: Give partners time to write the statements or reasons in the Monitoring Progress. 

Do not rush in to answer questions.
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OVERLAPPING ANGLES THEOREM PROOF 
For reasons you can use definitions, postulates, proven theorems, or any of the algebraic properties of equality,  
including reflexive, symmetric or transitive. 
PRACTICE 1 

 
PRACTICE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fill in the blanks to complete a two column proof of the Overlapping Angles Theorem.  

 

 

 

Given:     m�MAC =  m� PAT 

 

Prove:  m�CAP =  m� TAM 

 

 

STATEMENT REASON 

 

1.  m�MAC = m� PAT 

 

2.  m�MAC + m�MAP = m� CAP 

 

3.  m� PAT + m�MAP = m� TAM 

 

4.  m�MAC + m�MAP = m� TAM 

 

5.  m�CAP =  m� TAM 

 

1. _____________________________________ 

 

2.  ____________________________________ 

 

3.  ____________________________________ 

 

4.  _____________________________________ 

 

5.  _____________________________________ 

 

 
  ● M 

    P ● 
     ● 
     T A   ● 

C    ● 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.E.D. 

 

Fill in the blanks to complete a two column proof of the Overlapping Segments Theorem. 

 

 

 

STATEMENTS REASONS 
 

1.  _____________________ 

 

2.  _____________________ 

 

3.  ______________________ 

 

4.  ______________________ 

 

5.  ______________________ 

 

6.  ______________________ 

 

 

1.  Given 

 

2. Reflexive Property of Equality 

 

3.  Addition Property of Equality (steps 1 & 2) 

 

4.  Segment addition Postulate 

 

5.  Segment addition Postulate 

 

6.  Substitution Property of Equality  

     (steps ____ & ____ in for step ____) 

Q.E.D. 
 



 
PRACTICE 3 

  

  
 
Statement       Reason 
 
AC = BD      _______________   
 
__________________    _________________   
 
__________________    _________________   
 
___________________    _________________   
 
___________________    _________________  

 
 
COMPLETE CW2.5 
 
 
 
 
PROPERTIES OF SEGMENT CONGRUENCE   PROPERTIES OF ANGLES CONGRUENCE 

   
 
PRACTICE  

  

c.   
 
 
 
 
HW2.5; 1, 2, 3-13 odd, 16 
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In Exercises 33–40, use the property to copy and 
complete the statement.

33. Substitution Property of Equality:

If AB =  20, then AB +  CD =  ____.

34. Symmetric Property of Equality:

If m∠1 =  m∠2, then ____.

35. Addition Property of Equality:

If AB =  CD, then AB +  EF =  ____.

36. Multiplication Property of Equality:

If AB =  CD, then 5 ⋅ AB =  ____.

37. Subtraction Property of Equality:

If LM =  XY, then LM −  GH =  ____.

38. Distributive Property:

If 5(x +  8) =  2, then ____ +  ____ =  2.

39. Transitive Property of Equality:

If m∠1 =  m∠2 and m∠2 =  m∠3, then ____.

40. Refl exive Property of Equality:

m∠ABC =  ____.

ERROR ANALYSIS In Exercises 41 and 42, describe and 
correct the error in solving the equation.

41. 
 7 x =  x +  24 Given

 8x =  24  Addition Property
of Equality

 x =  3  Division Property
of Equality

✗

42. 
 6 x +  14 =  32  Given

 6 x =  18  Division Property 
of Equality

 x =  3 Simplify.

✗

43.  REWRITING A FORMULA  The formula for the 
perimeter P of a rectangle is P =  2ℓ+  2w, whereℓ 
is the length and w is the width. Solve the formula 
forℓ. Justify each step. Then fi nd the length of a 
rectangular lawn with a perimeter of 32 meters and a 
width of 5 meters.

44.  REWRITING A FORMULA  The formula for the area 
A of a trapezoid is A =    1 — 2  h (b1 +  b2 ), where h is the 
height and b1 and b2 are the lengths of the two bases. 
Solve the formula for b1. Justify each step. Then fi nd 
the length of one of the bases of the trapezoid when 
the area of the trapezoid is 91 square meters, the 
height is 7 meters, and the length of the other base 
is 20 meters.

45. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS In the diagram, 
m∠ABD =  m∠CBE. Show that m∠1 =  m∠3. 
(See Example 4.) 

C

A

B

D

E

1
2

3

 46. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS In the diagram, 
AC =  BD. Show that AB =  CD. (See Example 5.)

DA B C

 47. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS Copy and complete the 
table to show that m∠2 =  m∠3.

GE H

1
2 3

4

F

Equation Reason

m∠1 =  m∠4, m∠EHF =  90°, 
m∠GHF =  90°

Given

m∠EHF =  m∠GHF

m∠EHF =  m∠1 +  m∠2
m∠GHF =  m∠3 +  m∠4 

m∠1 +  m∠2 =  m∠3 +  m∠4

Substitution Property 
of Equality

m∠2 =  m∠3

 48. WRITING Compare the Refl exive Property of Equality 
with the Symmetric Property of Equality. How are the 
properties similar? How are they different?
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✗
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A of a trapezoid is A =    1 — 2  h (b1 +  b2 ), where h is the 
height and b1 and b2 are the lengths of the two bases. 
Solve the formula for b1. Justify each step. Then fi nd 
the length of one of the bases of the trapezoid when 
the area of the trapezoid is 91 square meters, the 
height is 7 meters, and the length of the other base 
is 20 meters.

45. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS In the diagram, 
m∠ABD =  m∠CBE. Show that m∠1 =  m∠3. 
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 46. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS In the diagram, 
AC =  BD. Show that AB =  CD. (See Example 5.)
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 47. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS Copy and complete the 
table to show that m∠2 =  m∠3.

GE H

1
2 3

4

F

Equation Reason

m∠1 =  m∠4, m∠EHF =  90°, 
m∠GHF =  90°

Given

m∠EHF =  m∠GHF

m∠EHF =  m∠1 +  m∠2
m∠GHF =  m∠3 +  m∠4 

m∠1 +  m∠2 =  m∠3 +  m∠4

Substitution Property 
of Equality

m∠2 =  m∠3

 48. WRITING Compare the Refl exive Property of Equality 
with the Symmetric Property of Equality. How are the 
properties similar? How are they different?
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Using Properties of Congruence
The reasons used in a proof can include defi nitions, properties, postulates, and 
theorems. A theorem is a statement that can be proven. Once you have proven a 
theorem, you can use the theorem as a reason in other proofs.

 Naming Properties of Congruence

Name the property that the statement illustrates.

a. If rT ≅ rV and rV ≅ rR, then rT ≅ rR.

b. If   — JL   ≅  — YZ  , then  — YZ   ≅  — JL  .

SOLUTION

a. Transitive Property of Angle Congruence

b. Symmetric Property of Segment Congruence

In this lesson, most of the proofs involve showing that congruence and equality are 
equivalent. You may fi nd that what you are asked to prove seems to be obviously 
true. It is important to practice writing these proofs to help you prepare for writing 
more-complicated proofs in later chapters.

 Proving a Symmetric Property of Congruence

Write a two-column proof for the Symmetric Property of Segment Congruence.

Given  — LM   ≅  — NP   
L M N P

Prove  — NP   ≅  — LM  

STATEMENTS REASONS

1.  — LM   ≅  — NP  1. Given

2. LM = NP 2. Defi nition of congruent segments

3. NP = LM 3. Symmetric Property of Equality

4.  — NP   ≅  — LM   4. Defi nition of congruent segments

STUDY TIP
When writing a proof, 
organize your reasoning 
by copying or drawing a 
diagram for the situation 
described. Then identify 
the Given and Prove 
statements.

TheoremsTheorems
Theorem 2.1 Properties of Segment Congruence
Segment congruence is refl exive, symmetric, and transitive.

Refl exive  For any segment AB,   — AB   ≅   — AB  .

Symmetric  If   — AB   ≅   — CD  , then   — CD   ≅    — AB  .

Transitive  If   — AB   ≅   — CD   and   — CD   ≅   — EF  , then   — AB   ≅   — EF  .

Proofs Ex. 11, p. 103; Example 3, p. 101; Chapter Review 2.5 Example, p. 118

Theorem 2.2 Properties of Angle Congruence
Angle congruence is refl exive, symmetric, and transitive.

Refl exive  For any angle A, rA ≅ rA.

Symmetric  If rA ≅ rB, then rB ≅ rA.

Transitive  If rA ≅ rB and rB ≅ rC, then rA ≅ rC.

Proofs Ex. 25, p. 118; 2.5 Concept Summary, p. 102; Ex. 12, p. 103
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Extra Example 2
Name the property that the statement 
illustrates.
a. rA ≅ rA Reflexive Property of Angle 

Congruence (Thm. 2.2)
b. If   — PQ   ≅   — JG   and   — JG   ≅   — XY  , then — PQ   ≅   — XY  . Transitive Property of 

Segment Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

Extra Example 3
Write a two-column proof for the Reflexive 
Property of Angle Congruence.
Given rA
Prove rA ≅ rA

A

Statements (Reasons)
1. mrA = mrA (Reflexive Prop. =)
2. rA ≅ rA (Def. of ≅ ⦞)

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• Define theorem and explain how theorems will be used.
• MP8 Look For and Express Regularity in Repeated Reasoning: Once a theorem is 

proven, it can be used in subsequent proofs and the steps do not need to be repeated. The 
proven theorem is then a tool, or strategy, that helps in proving a new statement.

 “What is the definition of congruent segments?” Two segments are congruent if and only if they 
have the same length. Repeat with a similar question for congruent angles.

• State that Reflexive, Symmetric, and Transitive Properties are true for congruence just as they 
were for equal measures. The Symmetric Property of Congruence is proven in Example 3.

• Some of the proofs may seem obvious to students, and students may be confused as to why there 
is a need to prove something that is obvious. Students practiced representing the steps in solving 
2x − 7 = 15 in preparation for long, more involved equations. Such is the case with proofs.
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102 Chapter 2  Reasoning and Proofs

 Writing a Two-Column Proof

Prove this property of midpoints: If you know that M is the midpoint of   — AB  , prove 
that AB is two times AM and AM is one-half AB.

Given M is the midpoint of   — AB  .   
BA M

Prove AB = 2AM, AM =   1 — 2   AB

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. M is the midpoint of  — AB  . 1. Given

2.  — AM   ≅  — MB  2. Defi nition of midpoint

3. AM = MB 3. Defi nition of congruent segments

4. AM +  MB = AB 4. Segment Addition Postulate (Post. 1.2)

5. AM +  AM = AB 5. Substitution Property of Equality

6. 2AM = AB 6. Distributive Property

7. AM =   1 — 2  AB 7. Division Property of Equality

Monitoring ProgressMonitoring Progress Help in English and Spanish at BigIdeasMath.com

Name the property that the statement illustrates.

 2.  — GH   ≅  — GH   3. If rK ≅ rP, then rP ≅ rK.

 4. Look back at Example 4. What would be different if you were proving that 

AB = 2 ⋅ MB and that MB =   1 — 2  AB instead? 

Writing a Two-Column Proof
In a proof, you make one statement at a time until you reach the conclusion. 
Because you make statements based on facts, you are using deductive reasoning. 
Usually the fi rst statement-and-reason pair you write is given information.

Proof of the Symmetric Property of Angle Congruence

Given r1 ≅ r2

Prove r2 ≅ r1

STATEMENTS REASONS

1. r1 ≅ r2 1. Given

2. mr1 = mr2 2. Defi nition of congruent angles

3. mr2 = mr1 3. Symmetric Property of Equality

4. r2 ≅ r1 4. Defi nition of congruent angles

Concept SummaryConcept Summary

statements 
based on 
facts that you 
know or on 
conclusions 
from deductive 
reasoning

 
definitions, 
postulates, or 
proven theorems 
that allow you 
to state the 
corresponding 
statement

The number of 
statements will vary.

Remember to give a reason 
for the last statement.

Copy or draw diagrams and label given 
information to help develop proofs. Do not 
mark or label the information in the Prove 
statement on the diagram.

21
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MONITORING PROGRESS 
ANSWERS

2. Refl exive Property of Segment 
Congruence (Thm. 2.1)

3. Symmetric Property of Angle 
Congruence (Thm. 2.2)

4. In Steps 5, 6, and 7, AM would be 
replaced by MB.

Extra Example 4
Write a two-column proof.
Given  ###⃗ MP  bisects r�LMN.
Prove 2(mr�LMP) = mr�LMN

L P N

M

Statements (Reasons)
1.  ###⃗ MP  bisects r�LMN. (Given)
2. r�LMP ≅ r�NMP (Def. r bisector)
3. mr�LMP = mr�NMP (Def. ≅ ⦞ ) 
4.  mr�LMP +  mr�NMP = mr�LMN 

(Angle Add. Post. 1.4)
5.  mr�LMP +  mr�LMP = mr�LMN 

(Substitution Prop. =)
6. 2(mr�LMP) = mr�LMN (Distr. Prop.)

• Students may ask why it is necessary to prove these statements. 
“It is obvious,” they will say. Ask them the definition of midpoint. 
The definition says that the midpoint divides the segment into two 
congruent segments, which is different from what is being asked.

• Work through the steps of the proof as shown.
• MP8: Remind students that now that this has been proven, they 

can use it in other proofs even though it was not given a theorem 
name. In fact, it could be called a theorem, like Laurie’s Theorem, 
except that does not describe what the theorem is about. Perhaps 
“Midpoint Theorem” would be better.

• Discuss the Concept Summary.

ClosureClosure
• Prove the Reflexive Property of Segment Congruence. (See Exercise 11.)

Given  — AB   is a line segment.
Prove  — AB   ≅   — AB  
STATEMENTS REASONS

1.  — AB   is a line segment.
2. AB is the length of   — AB  .
3. AB =  AB
4.  — AB   ≅   — AB  

1. Given
2. Ruler Postulate (Post. 1.1)
3. Reflexive Property of Equality
4. Definition of congruent segments

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
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